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Fluorescence-Force Spectroscopy Maps Two-Dimensional Reaction Landscape of the Holliday Junction

Sungchul Hohng,1,2,∗ Ruobo Zhou,1 Michelle K. Nahas,1 Jin Yu,1,4 Klaus Schulten,1,3,4 David M. J. Lilley,1 Taekjip Ha1,2,3,4 †

Despite the recent advances in single-molecule manipulation techniques, purely mechanical approaches cannot detect subtle conformational changes in the biologically important regime of weak forces. We developed a hybrid scheme combining force and fluorescence that allowed us to examine the effect of subpiconewton forces on the nanometer-scale motion of the Holliday junction (HJ) at 100-hertz bandwidth. The HJ is an exquisitely sensitive force sensor whose force response is amplified with an increase in its arm lengths, demonstrating a lever-arm effect at the nanometer-length scale. Mechanical interrogation of the HJ in three different directions helped elucidate the structures of the transient species populated during its conformational changes. This method of mapping two-dimensional reaction landscapes at low forces is readily applicable to other nucleic acid systems and their interactions with proteins and enzymes.

Many biological processes are dependent on tension. In recent years, single-molecule force measurements have shown directly that biochemical reactions can be influenced by applied force (1). Yet, purely mechanical tools cannot detect small-scale conformational changes unless strong and persistent force is applied. At weak forces, the flexible tether connecting the mechanical probe to the biological molecule is not stretched enough to transmit small movements. This is unfortunate because weak and transient forces are likely more prevalent in vivo, but the experimental limitations confine single-molecule mechanical studies to examining the effect of relatively large forces. We aimed to study the effect of weak external forces on the biomolecular conformational dynamics by combining single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) (2–4) with manipulation using optical trap (5). smFRET has high spatial resolution (≤5 Å (6, 7)) and can be measured at arbitrarily low forces. Previous attempts to combine FRET and optical trap using the DNA hairpin as a model system (8, 9) did not reveal new information because the hairpin unzips at high forces (~15 pN), a regime that had been extensively investigated using force-based techniques (10, 11). Here, we report an approach to detect nanometer-scale motion at sub-pN forces. We used the approach to gain insight into the reaction landscape of the Holliday junction (HJ) by gently stretching it along different directions.

The HJ is a four-stranded DNA structure that forms as an intermediate during recombination (12). To understand the mechanisms of cellular enzymes that function with the HJ, a detailed description of the static and dynamic structural properties of the HJ itself is needed. In the absence of added ions, the HJ adopts an open structure, where the four helical arms point toward the corners of a square (13, 14) (Fig. 1A). In the presence of physiological concentrations of magnesium ions, the HJ becomes more compact by pairwise coaxial stacking of helical arms into a right-handed antiparallel stacked-X structure (13–15). There are two ways of forming this stacked structure that depend upon the choice of helical stacking partners (isol and isoII) (Fig. 1B). For these studies, we have chosen a sequence with nearly equal population of stacking conformers isol and isoII (16) (17) (fig. S1). smFRET studies showed that an HJ continually switches between the two stacking conformations (18).

At present, there is no structural information on the transient species populated during these conformational changes.

To investigate the nature of such transient HJ structures and to understand how HJ conformational properties could depend on physiologically relevant forces, we built a hybrid instrument that combines smFRET with optical trapping via a long linker (bacteriophage λ DNA) (17). The trapping and fluorescence excitation beams in our confocal microscope are spatially separated (minimum 13 μm) (Fig. 1C), such that fluorescence and force processes can operate without mutual interference. The long linker acts as a loose spring that dampens the random forces generated by Brownian motion of the trapped bead and reduces force variations due to the nanometer-scale conformational change of the HJ. The effective stiffness of the λ DNA at 2 pN of force is about 0.002 pN/μm, such that a 5-nm movement of the HJ causes negligible force fluctuations (~0.01 pN) at the trapped bead. Therefore, the measurements can be performed under effectively constant force without the need for active force clamping. The relaxation time scales of the λ DNA under tension are faster than the time scale of conformational fluctuations we investigated (19). The trapping beam (1064 nm) was fixed along the optical axis of the microscope, and force was applied by moving the surface-tethered HJ using a piezolectric sample scanner. The confocal excitation beam (532 nm) was programmed to follow the HJ using a piezo-controlled mirror to maintain uniform excitation and detection efficiencies regardless of the specimen location (and therefore force) (17).

To determine comprehensively the force response of the HJ, we used the following four constructs (Fig. 1A). The four helices composing the HJ are named B (red), H (green), R (dark gray), and X (gray). Helix R was labeled at its 5′ terminus with biotin for surface immobilization, and helices X, H, or B were extended by a 12-nt single-stranded DNA 5′ overhang to permit annealing to a cohesive end of λ DNA (named junctions XR, HR, and BR, respectively). The other end of the λ DNA was attached to a bead via digoxigenin/anti-digoxigenin coupling in order to pull on the DNA using optical tweezers in three different directions, between the X and R arms for junction XR, and so on. Junctions XR and XR-long differ in the length of the X and R arms [11 base pairs (bp) versus 21 bp]. Cy3 (FRET donor) was attached to the end of helix H, and Cy5 (acceptor) to the end of helix B. For
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juctions XR and XR-long, the stretching force should favor isolated (low FRET), in which there is a larger separation between the two tether points, over isoII (high FRET) (Fig. 1D). Indeed, single-molecule FRET histograms as a function of force show that the low FRET state is significantly favored at forces exceeding 0.5 and 1.0 pN for junctions XR-long and XR, respectively (Fig. 1E and F). Likewise, isoII (high FRET) would be favored at high forces for junction HR. In contrast, the two tether points would have similar distances for isolated and isoII in the case of junction BR, and force-induced bias should be minimal.

Figure 2A shows smFRET time traces at five different forces (gray lines, 10 s duration each, with 10 ms integration time) obtained from a single molecule of junction XR. Enhanced photo-stability by means of the use of Trolox (20) allowed us to obtain one to five cycles of force data from a single molecule before photobleaching, corresponding to observation over 50 to 250 s.

Fig. 1. Holliday junction constructs and experimental scheme. (A) The HJ species studied. Junction XR comprises four arms of 11 bp, termed B (red), H (green), R (dark gray), and X (gray). Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophores are terminally attached to H and B arms, respectively, and the molecule is tethered to the surface through biotin attached to the end of the R arm. Stretching force is applied through the λ DNA linker hybridized to the X arm. In junction XR-long, the lengths of arms R and X are increased to 21 bp. In junction HR, the λ DNA linker is hybridized to the H arm. In junctions HR and BR, the λ DNA linker is hybridized to the H and B arms, respectively. (B) Junction XR is known to alternate between two different stacking conformers, isolated (low FRET) and isoII (high FRET), with similar populations in both states. (C) A surface-immobilized biomolecule with FRET labeling is connected to a trapped bead by a long DNA linker. The linker DNA spatially separates the confocal beam (532 nm) from the trapping beam (1064 nm), such that enhanced photobleaching and an overwhelming background signal induced by the intense trapping laser are avoided. To apply force, the surface-immobilized molecule was moved relative to the trapped bead. The confocal beam was programmed to follow the motion of the molecule using the mapping generated between sample scanning and beam scanning (fig. S6). (D) Force is expected to bias the junction XR to isoI, which possesses a larger separation between the two tether points than isoII. (E) FRET histograms of a single-junction XR as a function of force. (F) FRET histograms of a single-junction XR-long as a function of force.
middle panel), whereas for the other pulling direction along $d_{HR}$, the transition state more closely resembles $iso_I$ (Fig. 3A, bottom panel). These two transition states cannot represent a single structure because then both $d_{XR}$ and $d_{HR}$ must be relatively small, and by symmetry so must be $d_{XB}$ and $d_{HB}$. Such a structure would have all four helices in the same hemisphere relative to the junction core, which is highly unlikely considering the symmetry of the HJ. Instead, we favor a model in which there are at least two different transition states, $ts_I$ and $ts_{II}$, equal in energy but corresponding to different values of $d_{XR}$ (or $d_{HR}$), such that force would elevate one of them into the single highest energy barrier by the tilting of the energy landscape (Fig. 3A).

The data presented so far show that the distance change upon stacking conformer transitions is about 4 nm. Because thermal energy is about 4 pN nm, a force on the order of 1 pN would consequently change the equilibrium between the two states by a factor of two or three. Such small-scale conformational fluctuations at these low forces are probably impossible to detect.

**Fig. 2.** Conformer exchange dynamics of the HJ as a function of applied force. (A) FRET time traces (gray lines) of a single-junction XR molecule at different forces. FRET efficiency is approximated by the acceptor intensity divided by the sum of the donor and acceptor intensities. Red lines are the most likely FRET trajectories generated by hidden Markov modeling. The imposed force (indicated on the top left of each plot) increases top to bottom. (B) Log-linear plot of rate constants of conformer exchange as a function of force. Rates of transition from states $iso_I$ to $iso_{II}$ ($k_{f}$, red) and $iso_I$ to $iso_{II}$ ($k_{b}$, blue) are differentiated by color. Error bars represent SDs obtained from repeated measurements of the same molecule. From linear fitting, we found that the transition state is closer to $iso_{II}$ (1.8 nm) than to $iso_I$ (3.3 nm). (C) Same as (A) but for a single-junction HR molecule. (D) Same as (B) but for a single-junction HR molecule. (E) Same as (A) and (C) but for a single-junction BR molecule. (F) Same as (B) and (D) but for a single-junction BR molecule.
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in a purely mechanical measurement, especially at our time resolution (10 ms).

What determines the force sensitivity of the junction? Is it an intrinsic property of the junction core or is it dependent on the length of helical arms on which the force is applied? Because the four arms of the HJ meet at its center, we may reconstitute the experimental configuration as a torque being applied around the central pivot point. The torque is proportional to the product of the magnitude of force and the distance between the point of application of the force and the pivot point (i.e., the length of the arm). Therefore, it could be expected that increasing arm length would result in a greater torque for the same force. We tested such a lever-arm effect using junction XR-long, where the X and R arms are lengthened by about a factor of two (from 11 bp to 21 bp) compared to junction XR. FRET histograms as a function of applied force (Fig. 1E and Fig. 1F) show that increasing the lever arm length has magnified the force effect such that much lower force is needed for junction XR-long to achieve the same conformational bias. Fig. S4 compares the transition rates versus force for five molecules each of junctions XR and XR-long and shows that junction XR-long exhibits much greater changes in rates for the same magnitude of force (also compare $\Delta x_{\text{eff}}$ and $\Delta x_{\text{fix}}$ in Table 1). Because the persistence length of double-stranded DNA is about 50 nm (~150 bp) (22), the lever-arm effect can probably be extended by another factor of five for arms of ≥100 bp. That is, forces as low as 0.1 pN would be enough to influence the junction conformations, illustrating the exquisite force sensitivity of the HJ.

Because the effect of force depends on the arm lengths, the most natural reaction coordinates are angular. The angles that define the global shape of the junction are $\phi$, the interhelical angle between two stacked pairs of helices, and $\psi$, the angle that measures the degree of unstacking of stacked helices (23) (Fig. 3B). For example, for a stacked-X structure, $\phi$ is 40° and $\psi$ is 0° (15), whereas for an open structure, $\phi$ is 0° and $\psi$ is 90° (Fig. 3C). These two angles are well-defined within the angular space in which identities of stacking pairs are maintained. Our aim is to deduce the structure of the transition state by determining the $\phi$ and $\psi$ values of the transition state using a geometrical analysis. The analysis below estimates the angles ($\phi_{\text{tsI}}$, $\psi_{\text{tsI}}$) of the transition state $\text{tsI}$ in the $\text{isol}$ half of the conformational reaction coordinate, but the same conclusions hold for $\text{tsI}$.

Fig. 3. Mapping the reaction landscape and determining the transition state structure. (A) A proposed reaction landscape with two distinct transition states with nearly identical energies (top). In junction XR, the applied force would tilt the energy landscape toward $\text{isol}$ so that the transition state, $\text{tsI}$, nearer to $\text{isol}$ would become the state of highest energy along the entire coordinate (middle). The reaction coordinate here is the distance between the ends of X and R arms, $d_{\text{XR}}$, which increases to the left as shown. Similarly, in junction HR, the transition state, $\text{tsII}$, nearer to $\text{isol}$ would become the single transition state upon application of force. The reaction coordinate here is the distance between the ends of H and R arms, $d_{\text{HR}}$, which increases to the right. (B) Two angular coordinates $\phi$ and $\psi$ define the global conformation of the HJ. (C) A 2D conformational space of HJ conformations. The stacked-X structure and open structure are marked. The gray arc represents a zone that satisfies experimental constraints derived from XR and HR data, and the gradient zone is derived from BR data. The consensus location of the transition state is marked with a diamond. (D) Global structures of $\text{isol}$, $\text{isol}$, and two transition states, $\text{tsI}$ and $\text{tsII}$, along with an open structure.

Table 1. Distance to the transition state from $\text{isol}$ ($\Delta x_{\text{fix}}$) and from $\text{isol}$ ($\Delta x_{\text{fix}}$), measured from the force-dependent transition rates between $\text{isol}$ and $\text{isol}$ for four different junctions. Errors represent SD from five different molecules each. Also shown is $\Delta x_{\text{f}}$, the distance between $\text{isol}$ and $\text{isol}$, determined from force-dependent changes in the equilibrium constant. For junction $\text{BR}$, $\Delta x_{\text{f}}$ deviates significantly from ($\Delta x_{\text{fix}}^2 + \Delta x_{\text{fix}}^2$) showing that $d_{\text{BR}}$ is not a valid reaction coordinate connecting $\text{isol}$ and $\text{isol}$. In contrast, $\Delta x_{\text{f}} = \Delta x_{\text{fix}}^2 + \Delta x_{\text{fix}}^2$ within error for junctions XR and HR, showing that $d_{\text{XR}}$ and $d_{\text{HR}}$ are reaction coordinates valid from $\text{isol}$ to $\text{isol}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>XR</th>
<th>XR-long</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>BR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta x_{\text{f}}$ (nm)</td>
<td>1.5 (±0.3)</td>
<td>2.6 (±0.6)</td>
<td>2.4 (±0.5)</td>
<td>1.1 (±0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta x_{\text{fix}}^2$ (nm)</td>
<td>2.9 (±0.6)</td>
<td>7.7 (±1.5)</td>
<td>1.3 (±0.3)</td>
<td>0.37 (±0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta x_{\text{fix}} + \Delta x_{\text{fix}}^2$ (nm)</td>
<td>4.4 (±0.8)</td>
<td>9.9 (±2.6)</td>
<td>3.1 (±0.8)</td>
<td>0.7 (±0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta x_{\text{fix}} + \Delta x_{\text{fix}}^2$ (nm)</td>
<td>4.4 (±0.8)</td>
<td>10.3 (±2.0)</td>
<td>3.6 (±0.5)</td>
<td>1.5 (±0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
alent force analysis on junction BR (Fig. 2E, 2F, Table 1). Junction BR exhibited much reduced (by a factor of five or six) force dependence of the equilibrium populations compared with junctions XR and HR (compare $\Delta x_{eq}$ values in Table 1). The residual force dependence of the equilibrium populations may be attributed to the finite diameter of the DNA duplex (18).

In contrast to junctions XR and HR, application of force on junction BR accelerated both forward and backward transitions (Fig. 2F). Therefore, the distance between the ends of the B and R arms, $d_{BR}$, must be larger in the transition state than in the stacked-X structures. This condition is satisfied only if $\theta_{II}$ in the transition state is smaller than the 40° of the stacked-X structure. Furthermore, the distance to the transition state is 0.37 nm at minimum, which constrains $\theta_{II}$ to be essentially zero (18). In combination, our best estimate is $\theta_{II}$, $\psi_{II}$ = (0°, 70°) for tSI (Fig. 3C). This transition state is similar to the open state, but with arms deviating by about 20° from the ideal open state while displaying signatures on which pairs of helices are nearly stacked over each other (Fig. 3D). The structure bears a strong resemblance to the HJ structure and the enzyme conformational changes simultaneously measured by fluorescence.
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In colony collapse disorder (CCD), honey bee colonies inexpiably lose their workers. CCD has resulted in a loss of 50 to 90% of colonies in beekeeping operations across the United States. The observation that irradiated combs from affected colonies can be repopulated with naive bees suggests that infection may contribute to CCD. We used an unbiased metagenomic approach to survey microflora in CCD hives, normal hives, and imported royal jelly. Candidate pathogens were screened for significance of association with CCD by the examination of samples collected from several sites over a period of 3 years. One organism, Israeli acute paralysis virus of bees, was strongly correlated with CCD.

Methods for cloning nucleic acids of microbial pathogens directly from clinic- nal and environmental specimens afford unprecedented opportunities for pathogen discovery and surveillance. Subtractive cloning, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and DNA microarrays have implicated previously unknown pathogens as the etiological agents of several acute and chronic diseases. Here, we describe the application of unbiased high-throughput pyrosequencing technology (1) in the characterization of the microflora associated with Apis mellifera in a search for the cause of colony collapse disorder (CCD).

CCD is characterized by the rapid loss from a colony of its adult bee population (2–4). No dead adult bees are found inside or in close proximity to the colony. At the final stages of collapse, a queen is attended only by a few newly emerged adult bees. Collapsed colonies often have considerable capped brood and food reserves. The phenomenon of CCD was first reported in 2006;